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is not uncommon to hear/read people discussing the problem

Iwith

modem food. The common theme is that "someone" is
making us eat unhealthy foods.
. Our food is toxic and genetically modified.
Whereveryou go, allyou can eat is fast food and pizza.
. Holidays cause us to gain weight.
.

To me this seems a bit absurd. No one is forcing us to eat

toxic food, 6MO foods, fast food, plza, candy canes or cookies.
lndividuals choose these foods without coercion. ln fact, people
line up to eat these foods.This includes patients and many
doctors. Many people have watched the movie"Food, lnc.i and I
believe that is a good movie to watch. lt outlines clearly the food
industrial complex and its massive profit motive at the expense
of producing healthy food. The wrong conclusion, in my opinion,
is to blame it all on the evil of"corporate profitslAnother wrong
conclusion, in my opinion, is to waste large sums of money on
protests.
The easiest way to address our food problem in the U.5. is
to simply stop buying unhealthy food produced by the food
industrial complex. Just becausethey"make i! does not mean
"we" have to eat it. My suggestion is to"stop eating itl'
Buy locally produced foods, and if this not possible buy fresh
or frozen fruits and vegetables. Buy wild caught fish and grass
fed meat. Buy omega-3 eggs and chickens that are raised without
medications. Grow your own vegetation. lf your town permits it,
and if you have the wherewithal, raise your own chickens - no
better way to get healthy eggs.
The weight gain that occurs throughout the year
and particularly during the holiday season is due to the
overconsumption of sugar, flour, omega{ fats and trans fats,
which makes up approximately 60%of the average Americans
caloric intake. Weight gain, poor health, disease, and chronic
medication use is the inevitable outcome.This outcome is a
choice. My recommendqtion is to make a better choice.
From what I can tell, hedonism is the primary reason people
continue to eat industrial complex foods, which leads to
eventual reliance on the pharmaceutical industrial complex for
multiplernedications. Hedonism is about pursuing pleasure and
this is only reason why people eat sugar, flour, omega-6 fats and
trans fats...they taste good when mixed up and turned into a

thfl

so-called "food!
The taste pleasure generated by these foods involves the

activation of the mesolimbic dopamine reward pathwaythat is
also activated by alcoholand narcotics.This is why I thinkthe
term"dietary crackhead"is fitting and descriptive of our collective
problemr",

recently wrote a paper published in the Journal of Chiropractic
Humanities2, which outlines the many barriers to effective weight
I

management. lf one understands these barriert it can be easierio
get controlof eating behavior.
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